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The Jewish journalist David Seaman is "the leading #pizzagate researcher".

David Seaman, like ROGER STONE, is very Jewish.

David Seaman is pro-Israel and pro-Trump.

 

"Jewish journalist David Seaman is very wealthy ...

"He names Cronkite and Woodward and Bernstein as heroes of free speech from a
glorious past.

"Cronkite? That Bohemian Grove pervert who was always in service to the
banksters.

"Woodward and Bernstein? Those Jews who went after Nixon for his hatred of Jews
and secret society elitists?"

LunaticOutPost

David Seaman has promoted the above photo which pretends to show Obama at
Comet Pizza.
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David Seaman is a pedophile 
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In fact the photo shows Obama in the White House.

What about the emails leaked by Wikileaks and possibly altered by Wikileaks?

September 2, 2014: Susan Sandler to her friend John Podesta: 

"The realtor found a handkerchief (I think it has a map that seems pizza-
related. 

"Is it yorus [sic]? They can send it if you want."

The Sandlers and possibly the Podestas were looking for a house at Martha's
Vineyard. 

They visited several homes with a realtor agent. 

Afterwards the realtor sent an email to Susan and Herbert Sandler that she had
found a "square cloth handkerchief that was left on the kitchen island" in one of the
houses and inquired if anyone in the group wanted it back. 

She offered to send a batch of pillows as well, which may also have been left
behind. 

Surely this is innocent.

.....

Pizzagate is a Jewish con-trick, designed to help Trump?

1. The PizzaGate people circulated a photo allegedly showing President Barack
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Obama playing ping pong with a child inside Comet Ping Pong.

The photo was actually taken in the White House.[2]

.
Obama at the White House. "Dissecting the #PizzaGate Conspiracy Theories".

2. Theorists claimed that there was an underground network beneath Comet Ping
Pong.

However, the restaurant actually has no basement, and the picture used to support
this claim was taken at another facility.[2]

3. Theorists claimed to have a picture of restaurant owner Alefantis wearing a T-
shirt endorsing pedophilia. 

However, the image was of another person entirely, and the shirt, which read "J’ ❤
L’Enfant," was actually a reference to the L’Enfant Cafe-Bar in DC, whose owner
was pictured in the image, and which itself was named after Pierre Charles
L'Enfant, designer of much of the layout of Washington, DC.[2]

4. Theorists claimed John and Tony Podesta kidnapped Madeleine McCann using
police sketches which were, in fact, two sketches of the same suspect taken from
the descriptions of two eye witnesses. 

Furthermore, the claim that the brothers were in Portugal at the time of the
kidnapping was sourced only to the conspiracy website Victurus Libertas, notable
for, among other things, suggesting that the Queen of England is a reptilian
alien.[2]

5. Additionally, no alleged victims have come forward, nor has any physical
evidence been found.[62]

.

The above napkin shows how to get to the Pizza restaurant.

The people promoting Pizzagate suggest that the colours on the map relate to a
handkerchief code used by certain gay people.

But, the wikipedia handkerchief code, used by the Pizzagate promoters, has been
photoshopped so as to add the 'white' = 'pedo' category.
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"The photoshopper (Roger Stone or Seaman?) added a 'white' category to the
homosexual underground handkerchief code (did Stone select this handkerchief
code based on his own knowledge of this code, himself being involved in the
homosexual underworld?). 

"The photoshopped graphic describes the category as 'pedo/virgin'.

"A simple online search of a more exhaustive homosexual handkerchief [xviii] code
does indeed reveal a white category; however, it does not mean pedo or virgin." 

Roger Stone concocted Pizzagate for Trump?

"4chan uses 'cheese pizza' as a sort of adaptive acronym for 'child porn'.

"Ironically, 4chan, a known pedophile hangout, was instrumental in spreading the
Pizzagate theory.

"Another photographic piece of 'evidence' used by the theorists is a police
sketching of the supposed Madeline McCann kidnapper.

"Even though the police sketching is two different renderings of one man, the
Pizzagaters use it to prop up their theory that it's ... John and Tony Podesta."

Roger Stone concocted Pizzagate for Trump?
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...

Jim Watkins runs 'The Goldwater', a pro-Trump site that supports the Pizzagate
story.

Jim Watkins is a 52-year old U.S. Army veteran, whom some people suspect is
working for the CIA. 

...
Jim Cherney is Jim Watkins, who may or may not be Jewish.

Watkins made a lot of money from "a pioneering Japanese porn website
called Asian Bikini Bar."

Meet The Online Porn Pioneer Who Created A News Site For ...
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Kimiaki Yaegashi.

Jim Watkins likes Asian women.

The Goldwater 

Jim Watkins owns 8chan and 2chan.

Watkins said he doesn't believe the Pizzagate pizzeria was actually a hotbed of
child trafficking activity, but, he does believe that Democratic staffers used code
words in emails to talk about child trafficking.

In a live chat about Pizzagate, Watkins joked: "It's OK to sleep with your cousin as
long as she's over 18."

Watkins, on 8chan, posted photos of his family, but, he stopped posting after he
said 8chan trolls took his photos and photoshopped them into things like 'Jim
having sex with gay horses.'
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Posted by Anon at 00:20 

Labels: 2chan, 4chan, 8chan, Asian Bikini Bar, color code, handkerchief, Jim Watkins, map, pizza,
Pizza Gate, porn, The Watergate, Trump

...

Watkins says that 8chan had a Trump ad for most of the election.

Watkins says: "Our users are from Tennessee and Kentucky, Kansas, Montana, and
places like that - they all voted for Trump.

"The largest board on 8channel was aggressively pushing Trump."

Continued here: Meet The Online Porn Pioneer 

...

Is Pizzagate as fake as Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi?

.
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Replies

Reply
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Emily Shorette 22 February 2017 at 15:25
If you have a minute, I’d really appreciate it if you took a look at Emily’s Virtual
Rocket. This is a serious newsblog which has been taken from e-newspapers and
e-magazines from around the world, with an emphasis on transgender issues.
Also, with his election, I look for articles which critique Donald Trump.

I hope you enjoy this. Please paste the following:

Emilysvirtualrocket.blogspot.com

If you like it, please consider putting it among your favorite blogs. I would greatly
appreciate it.

Emily
Reply

Anonymous 8 March 2017 at 17:44
Pizzagate.com shows it was registered in 2013 

https://who.is/whois/pizzagate.com

bostonstrong.com registered 6 months before the event

https://who.is/whois/bostonstrong.com

Anonymous 19 May 2017 at 21:04
I revealed the pizza gate story, the Trump Presidency and More to
Monarch Practitioner C(i)unTia Ultra-MKenzie during an insulin and
scapolamine fueled psychic driving session she performed on me. She is
a reader of your blog, so a shout out to all the Practitioners at the
Mansfield health center, 666!

Anonymous 23 February 2017 at 19:46
U tube John Podesta Body Language Analysis
Sonia Hibbert
Reply

Anonymous 23 February 2017 at 23:54
I can't quite put my finger on the kind of push back you are giving to this
pizzagate issue. Since when does any 'conspiracy', even one disseminated by the
compromised wikileaks, get so little credibility and then so emphatically denied
and categorically dismissed? Especially when there is so much peripheral
evidence that has that subtle implication that you, Aangirfan, are so fond of using.
Your stance is perplexing. 

AkhaldanSolo
Reply

Anonymous 26 February 2017 at 15:36
Hardly perplexing Akhaldan. While I don't want to presume to be in a
position to speak on behalf of Aangirfan, I can logically deduce that the
'girls' are simply calling a spade a spade. When there is so much blatant
evidence of high-level child abuse that's repeatedly ignored, why does
this contrived 'pizzagate' nonsense get so much attention? It's not like
there's not ample proof of child abuse networks already - and clear links
connecting Trump and his 'peeps' to it - yet this contrived crap makes it
into MSN? Quite simply, if it looks like a psyop, swims like a psyop, and
quacks like a psyop, then it's probably a (GOP) elephant!
- Chris B

Chris Brennan 27 February 2017 at 03:54
Who is this AkhaldanSolo, Aang? It's like de ja vu all over again ... we've
been through this, his exact same question with almost the exact same
answer, and yet he keeps hammering away trying to discredit your
arguments with the same crap (disinfo?) again and again? WTF? Like I
said before if it looks like a troll, sounds like a troll and quacks like a
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troll????

Anon 27 February 2017 at 06:59
Dear Chris, 
Many thanks for your support.
- Aangirfan

Anonymous 27 February 2017 at 09:35
Ha!

You're full of shit.

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 27 February 2017 at 14:40
You must have some background in the various chans mind-set to really
grasp this 'online collaborative investigation'. This chan mind-set is
aware of Hollywood deceptions and its various ongoing agendas.
Moreover many channers got the info about Pedowood for years. 

By provoking the many chans with allusions in posted images you can
make thousand of channers to focus on specific accounts on various
social sites.

I'm referring to some agency behind this operation here, because I can't
think about any real group of child molesters that's posting comments
on a troddler's image as ME WANT or crap like that.

There are many hundred of comments and many thousand of accounts
on many social sites as instagram or tumblr. These are part of an
operation by some agency with dedicated software tools that allow a
single recruit in a Virginia cubicle to handle hundred of identities at the
same time.

It's all a bad joke that incites a reaction, raises the awareness in a
provoking way while leaving one astounded about what do to on a
personal and on a collective scale.

Anon 28 February 2017 at 16:49
Beware of this poster, akhaldansolo. Outed and admitted user of sock
puppets on another CT forum site. Not to be trusted, shill.

Anonymous 1 March 2017 at 05:40
This is a fucking agent that followed me from lop to voat to here, this
person has definite psychological problems and is STALKING ME, and
you print it? 

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 1 March 2017 at 05:48
This person's logic was that they think they caught me using sock
puppets to decieve. No, I gave up on the thread and popped back in to
denigrate these pieces of shit that ruin all my threads with this stalking
bullshit, and your giving them air time. Is your head screwed on straight
Aangirfan? 

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 2 March 2017 at 20:30
Attention and WARNING to all readers:

This handle/user AkhaldanSolo is an outed and admitted user of sock
puppet accounts on another CT forum (LOP). Sock puppetry is when a
user uses different logins to create the appearance of support or
multiple voices in a thread, when infact, it is all the same person. Classic
Shill tactic.

This account used it and was outed doing so, to which he admitted it to
be true upon confrontation. Since then, he has not posted under this
handle at that forum again, and had the tread in which the evidence,
reveal, and admission were posted, removed. It was an LOP thread:

Trumps Evangelical Adviser Paula White; Whore Of Babylon
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http://www.lunaticoutpost.com/thread-733431

He is at the least a dishonest, manipulating shill, and perhaps cointelpro
or an 'agent' of some sort.

NOT TO BE TRUSTED.

And admissions on voat as well: "I socked a few times only to support
my position" -Akhaldansolo "I socked a few times guys, I'm guilty"-
Akhaldansolo

Anonymous 3 March 2017 at 06:40
Geez y'all, ya got me of the most capitol sin, Im SOOOO guilty of playing
around on a conspiracy forum, like it's the congressional record. What a
joke this all is. Fuck you all. Holy fuck, you guys are printing the words
of a stalker. What an interesting game we are playing here.

AkhaldanSolo

Anonymous 24 February 2017 at 00:45
Hi Aang, have you seen this?

http://www.zerohedge.com/news/2016-12-06/milo-yiannopoulos-told-not-speak-
%E2%80%9Cpizzagate%E2%80%9D-during-miami-university-lecture

Milo apparently got calls from Washington regarding talking about Pizzgate, and
gets told; 'not yet'.

Reply

Brian 24 February 2017 at 01:21
There is much research that shows that sexually suggestive images some of
children along with pizza and other items is being used.
This is either sick humour or possibly signalling preferences.
There is circumstantial evidence that maybe a group of people and business many
being pizza restraints are sharing in this culture. Culture being the word preferred.
Evidence like the MOCO Gala's and there serving of cheese pizza slice , pasta and
nuts. Indicating this is not new.
Possibly a large elite network and there coded signalling has been discovered.
There is ore to this than Fake news
Reply

Anonymous 24 February 2017 at 02:06
http://www.wakingtimes.com/2017/02/23/pornography-weaponized-degeneration-
population/
Reply

Anonymous 24 February 2017 at 03:33
more money? why not?

http://jewishbusinessnews.com/2017/01/31/george-soros-backed-jared-kushner-
venture-cadre-250-million/
Reply

Anonymous 24 February 2017 at 14:34
#PizzaGate / #PedoGate - Podesta Interview & WaPo Hire, Rothschild Butthurt,
Channel Update
Titus Frost
Reply

Anonymous 25 February 2017 at 01:40
that's Ricky Dearman with his finger up to his mouth in the background of the
"Donald Trump round up of pedo's" clip.
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Anonymous 25 February 2017 at 15:11
Romulus and Remus: Beyonce, Pizzagate, and the New Rome 
https://voat.co/v/pizzagate/1676482

AkhaldanSolo
Reply

Anonymous 25 February 2017 at 23:49
I'm with a couple of the aboves: I remain unconvinced that pizzagate is wholly
fake. I suspect that some part, or parts of it, may be bullshit but that's the nature
of strawmen and poison-the-well isn't it? "See! This bit of it is bullshit, therefore
it's all bullshit." That idiot gunman was, post-event, just what the death cult doctor
ordered - an act that turned the conversation 180 degrees. So - we strike him off
as fake.

But that aside, there's too many comments in amongst the pizzagate tweets etc
that make no sense as, a) a normal conversation or, b) a wholly contrived piece of
fakery, ie. they were too obscure and otherwise insufficiently obvious. For mine,
the comments accorded with what we know of the soulless mindsets of the
paedophocracy.

And then there's the latest 'goes around comets around' tweets from Hillary. If
pizzagate had been wholly fake it already qualified as 'mission accomplished' with
any further comments being perfectly superfluous, counterproductive even. And
yet there they were crowing at those they'd despatched in their palace coup.
Under the rubric of pizzagate as being true however, these comments make
sense. They are exactly the sort of thing you'd expect from black-hearted scum
who know they're untouchable.

No?
Reply

Edo 4 March 2017 at 14:11
Nobby is that you???

Anonymous 26 February 2017 at 11:16
George Webb has been running an open source investigation into the Clinton
Foundation for the past 3 months and it's lead him and the people helping him into
some interesting territory involving a globalized system of weaponized vaccines,
organ harvesting, human trafficking, assassination, etc. It appears that the child
trafficking operation that's coming to light is just the tip of the iceberg.

Live CNN Broadcast of Haitian Organ Harvesting:
youtube.com/watch?v=qEfELgav1Qs
Reply

Anonymous 26 February 2017 at 16:27
But why has his video been removed : if it was a non event - why bother:

https://www.intellihub.com/top-pizzagate-researchers-videos-disappear-from-
youtube/
Reply

Anonymous 26 February 2017 at 16:52
Concerning the video's of David Seaman on youtube - they seem to be still there
but only load if you continuously depress the LOAD button or they won't
load...strange non the
less...https://www.youtube.com/user/davidseamanonline/videos
Reply

Anonymous 28 February 2017 at 10:09
"David" worked for Huffington Post, and he promoted goldcash, which is
a ponzi scheme run by Alex Soros. A gatekeeper of a Pizza Shop here,
so-to-speak.
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Chris Brennan 27 February 2017 at 04:42
Hi Aang, I have a hot tip for all the Pizzagatecrashers out there I was hoping you
could share - assuming they have any spare time after pursuing all those gay ping
pong players. 
Apparently, if you can manage to buy some Iraqi dinars from the White Hats you'll
become a millionaire any day now, just as soon as Benny Fulford and Wilcox set
the currency reset in motion. Although, that mightn't be all that worthwhile, as
I've heard (just quietly) that all that looted Nazi and Japanese gold is about to be
released via sovereign wealth funds to everyone on earth so we'll all be
instantaneous millionaires anyway. Oh, and I heard the leprechauns have buried a
pot of gold somewhere over the Rainbow, down a rabbit hole, right underneath
the grassy knoll in Dealey Plaza. But that's all worth nought as the Ashtar Stargate
command alliance lightworkers are about to release alien high technology that will
free mankind and release the earth to a higher frequency so that we can hitch a
ride on Hale Bopp comet (Fck me, there's that comet thing again ... there must be
a link! Ping Pong anyone, or perhaps a slice of pizza?) 
- Chris B
Reply

Anonymous 27 February 2017 at 14:21
During the last days of the US elections some psychological operations are always
engaged. There are clips of broadcasts where Joe Biden is asked by unknown
journalists to cheer the National Pizza Day. Pizzagate started from anonymous info
about Rachel Chandler and was then linked to the info about Epstein property in
Little Saint James, U.S. Virgin Islands. 

During the elections, most democrats where called out in this psychological
operation, with tailored hints and images, as the one with Obama and Clinton
holding a Mr. Potato figure.

There's a constant wave of alleged rings of criminal activities that post alluring
images on many social sites.
This is some kind of disclosure: many people is faced with the doubt of some real
criminal syndicate, while at the same time a helpless feeeling arises.

The perfect mind manipulation through the rising dependency on social presence.
Reply

Anonymous 27 February 2017 at 16:29
It's the old and-you-probably-believe-in-ufos-too argument. Which is to say, it's not
an argument at all. Well, not beyond a worthless ad hominem that is.

Geez Aang, is this bloke helping your argument? Or discrediting it by showing us
that the ranks of those who agree are peopled with arseholes?

Waitaminute! Perhaps that's the point? Perhaps he's a disinfo spook sent here to
make you and the case you're putting look bad? In that case, maybe you're right
on this pizzagate thing? It's possible.

Or... perhaps he's just an arsehole. It's hard to know really.
Reply

Anonymous 28 February 2017 at 10:13
Chris Brennan is a low-key internet presence.
Reply

Anonymous 28 February 2017 at 16:42
Chris B used to be a "low-key internet presence" but then his body was
hijacked by a 'walk-in' alien presence determined to prevent the earth
and its awakened few lightworkers from ascending to a higher
vibrational level by querying the legitimacy of pizza obsessed
Trumpites.
But I've been busted now. Goddamnit! 
- (the entity now inhabiting the body of) Chris B 

Anonymous 1 March 2017 at 19:38
#PizzaGate / #PedoGate - The UnAnswered Questions Documentary - Part 3
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Anonymous 1 March 2017 at 19:40
Published on 28 Feb 2017This is Part 3 of my PizzaGate / PedoGate The
UnAnswered Questions Documentary. In this part we will be addressing the below
information: PizzaGate and how it is really PedoGate, Monica Peterson, Haiti,
DynCorp, London PedopHile Rings, Conspiracy of Silence, creation of the CIA, OSS,
NRO, NROL-39, Vatican Argentina’s Dirty War, The Vatican Orlandi Code, Skull &
Bones, Adam Weishaupt, Russel Trust, Illuminati, United Nations, Operation
paperclip, The Rise of the Fourth Reich, God’s Bankers, Federal Reserve, Jeffrey
Epstein, James Alefantis, Dr. Pongs, Nalu Diner, File Compression techniques,
global pedophilia scandals, pedophilia cover ups, the finder’s cult, the conspiracy
of silence, Hampstead, OpDeathEaters UK & US, London pedophilia, Zionists,
Jesuits, Spirituality, and much much more. The full show notes and links will be
posted in the show notes on my Steemit Blog for this section of the film:
https://steemit.com/pizzagate/@titusf... Read my Steemit Blog!
https://steemit.com/@titusfrost My Patreon: https://www.patreon.com/TitusFrost
Hit me up on Social Media: * Twitter: @ImperatorTruth:
https://twitter.com/ImperatorTruth * FedBook: "The Lost Truth":
https://www.facebook.com/TheLostTruth... * Minds.com: "TitusFrost":
https://www.minds.com/TitusFrost * My Vid.Me Channel: https://vid.me/Titus_Frost
* YouTube: "Titus Frost": https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDHr... * My
Published Book: "The Lost Truth": https://www.amazon.com/Lost-Truth-Dea... *
Gab.ai: TitusFrost: https://gab.ai/TitusFrost * BitChute:
https://www.bitchute.com/channel/Titu... * Check out my book on OpenLibrary:
https://openlibrary.org/works/OL17155...
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Anonymous 1 March 2017 at 22:15
Best Pizzagate Reporter To Date.
11 hours ago
djdmc54 in pizzagate
This guy is bang on the money.
Here is his video.
Reply
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